Applying numerical modelling techniques to surface water bodies often requires the addition of man-made structures such as embankments or dredged shipping lanes to the natural bathymetric conditions. The application of the model may be to determine the specifications of these structures, such as size and location. Therefore, multiple variations of the structure must be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Multidimensional numerical modelling has always required a significant amount of work to develop networks of grid cells or elements. When modelling natural regions of either surface water or groundwater, the use of a conceptual model (Jones & Richards 1994; Zundel & Jones 1996; Zundel et al. 1998; Nelson et al. 1999 ) has significantly decreased the cost involved in developing these geometric representations. Conceptual modelling uses GIS style entities to represent the domain and boundary conditions for the numerical model.
In the conceptual modelling approach, nodes, arcs and polygons (see 
TYPES OF STAMPED FEATURES
Stamped features include two basic types, embankments/ fills and channels/cuts. Both of these require the definition of attributes to define the shape of the feature. A later section describes the parameters that define these attributes in detail. In general terms, a feature consists of a flat feature area, a transition zone, and an end cap (see 
Vertical wall end types
Newly created features default to having vertical walls because these require no bathymetric information. Three end types have been tested. The end types for vertical walled features include square, rounded and wing walls. 
OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm used to create the stamped feature includes these four steps:
1. create arcs that define the flat area of the feature, Step 1-The flat area
The flat area of the feature consists of a topologically rectangular region surrounding the centreline arc. The algorithm generates the sides of this rectangular region by offsetting the centreline at each vertex or node by half of the embankment width in each direction. The perpendicular direction is computed from the average of the two segments connected to any vertex or node (see Figure 7 ).
These offset centreline arcs define the edge of the stamped Step 2 sists of a series of data points that form a triangulated irregular network or TIN (Jones et al. 1990; Nelson et al. 1999) . Figure 9 shows the vertical walled stamped feature overlayed on a TIN. The contours of bathymetry from the TIN are displayed as grey lines.
Step 3-The transition zone
The transition zone of a stamped feature consists of the region where the elevation transitions from the specified flat zone elevation to the elevation in the bathymetric data (see Figure 10 ).
In order to create the transition zone, two intersection arcs are defined as offsets from the flat area edge arcs (described in step 1). The algorithm to create these intersection arcs creates one vertex on the intersection arc for each vertex on the flat edge arc by finding the intersection point between a line extended in the perpendicular direction from the flat edge arc down the embankment slope with the bathymetric data. Figure 11 illustrates the process.
Starting at a vertex on the flat edge arc, the algorithm finds the triangle from the bathymetric data that contains the point (see Figure 11 Step 1). Proceeding in the perpen- Figure 11 Step 3).
Again a check is made to see if line segment S Be intersects S Bb . If not, the process repeats for the next adjacent triangle. As can be seen in the example defined by Figure   11 Step 4, line segment S Ce intersects S Cb . Once the intersection is found a vertex is inserted into the intersection arc and the process is repeated for the next vertex on the flat edge. For edge points that lie on a bank arc, the TIN is traversed along the bank.
Step 4 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Several cases exist which cause difficulties to the algorithm described in the previous section. The two principal The remainder of the flat zone is no longer created. The left portion of Figure 12 shows the arc created at the bathymetry intersection. To the left of this intersection, the centreline remains, but there is no flat region.
Arc intersections and overlaps
The conceptual 
CONVERTING TO A FINITE ELEMENT MESH
The conceptual model is only the first step of performing a numerical analysis. In order to be effective the stamped features must assist in the creation of a geometric network that incorporates the feature into the natural conditions surrounding the feature. This is accomplished in two different ways. The first is the guidance for network regions provided by the stamped feature polygons. By defining the shape of the stamped feature in the conceptual model, the algorithm has assisted the modeller in laying out the elements that will fill the separate regions (Fugal 2000; 
CONCLUSION
The use of conceptual modelling to automatically create numerical models that conform to user specifications will result in a shift of effort from model creation to model application and interpretation. The ability to incorporate engineered structures into the conceptual model, and thereby into the numeric model, provides a valuable tool that allows a numerical modeller to consider more design possibilities with less effort and cost.
